Since the beginning of scientific research in visual word recognition (e.g., Cattell, 1885), numerous techniques have been used to elucidate the processes underlying this fundamental aspect of human ability. For example, researchers have used (1) whole report, in which the identity of each entire stimulus is reported (e.g., Balota, Cortese, Sergent-Marshall, Spieler, & Yap, 2004; Cattell, 1885; Jordan, Thomas, & Scott-Brown, 1999; Mayall, Humphreys, Mechelli, Olson, & Price, 2001); (2) lexical decision, in which presentations of character strings are categorized as words or nonwords (e.g., Barber, Vergara, & Carreiras, 2004; Borowsky & Besner, 1993; Forster & Veres, 1998); (3) the Reicher–Wheeler task (after Reicher, 1969, Wheeler, 1970), in which brief presentations of letters, words, pseudowords, or nonwords are followed by two response alternatives that are equally likely to have appeared as the target (e.g., Grainger, Bouttevin, Truc, Bastien, & Ziegler, 2003; Hooper & Paap, 1997; Jordan & Bevan, 1996); (4) priming, in which a stimulus with particular visual, orthogonal, or semantic characteristics is presented directly before a target that must then be identified (e.g., Jordan, 1986; Perea & Lupker, 2004; Rastle & Coltheart, 1999); and (5) letter detection, in which a particular letter must be detected in a body of text or a single string (e.g., Allen, Stadtlander, Groth, Pickle, & Madden, 2000; Gross, Treiman, & Inman, 2000; Healy, 1994). By carefully manipulating the experimental variables used in these and other techniques, researchers have made inferences about the processes underlying word recognition, and these inferences have led to numerous models designed to account for human word recognition performance (e.g., Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon, & Ziegler, 2001; Grainger & Jacobs, 1996; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981; Paap, Newsome, McDonald, & Schvaneveldt, 1982).

However, models of word recognition generally place considerable emphasis on the role of highly refined visual input, such as letter fragments and individual letters, and overlook the more basic visual characteristics of words, such as their spatial frequency content. In contrast, an alternative approach to understanding word recognition incorporates the notion that the visual world can be described in terms of individual spatial frequencies, with high-spatial-frequency content referring to small objects or local structure and low-spatial-frequency content referring to large objects or global structure (e.g., Ginsburg, 1980, 1986). Thus, when applied to the study of word recognition, experiments that address the role of spatial frequency analyses, rather than the identification of letter fragments or letters, may provide important additional clues to the processes underpinning human word recognition (e.g., Allen, Wallace, & Weber, 1995; Jordan, 1990, 1995; Jordan, Patching, & Thomas, 2003a, 2003b; Patching & Jordan, 2005).

The study of spatial frequency is being used increasingly often to investigate processes underlying visual word recognition. However, research in this area has adopted techniques that require the physical deformation of word targets used in experiments (e.g., filtered images of words, words embedded in visual noise), and this approach may limit the inferences that can be made about the role of spatial frequencies in normal word recognition. Spatial frequency adaptation is described in this article as an additional technique for studying the role of spatial frequency information in word recognition. The advantage of this technique is that it alters participants’ sensitivity to particular spatial frequencies and so allows the study of spatial frequency involvement in word recognition using normal images of word stimuli. The application of the adaptation technique to studies of word recognition is explained in detail and its potential is then demonstrated by an example word recognition experiment in which spatial frequency adaptation was used.
Support for the use of spatial frequency information during word recognition comes from two lines of research. The first uses band-pass-filtered images in which text or single words are filtered into narrow bands centered on a particular spatial frequency and from which other spatial frequencies have been removed (e.g., Leat & Munger, 1994; Patching & Jordan, 2005). The logic behind this approach is that if word recognition suffers when certain spatial frequencies have been removed from a word target, these frequencies are likely to be important for word recognition. A second line of research uses images in which visual noise frequencies are added to word targets to produce simultaneous masking (e.g., Majaj, Liang, Martelli, Berger, & Pelli, 2003; Pelli, Farell, & Moore, 2003). The logic behind this approach is that if word recognition suffers when certain noise frequencies are added to the image of a word target, these frequencies are likely to be important for word recognition.

These studies provide valuable clues to the role of spatial frequencies in word recognition. However, one aspect of using filtering and noise is that both techniques involve changes to the physical characteristics of stimuli, and these changes are obvious to participants. This has implications for an accurate understanding of the role of spatial frequencies in processing normal (unadulterated) words. In particular, it is not clear that the processing inspired by an adulterated word target is normal, with the exception of processing the spatial frequencies that have been removed or masked by noise. Instead, adulterated word targets may inspire participants to deliberately place abnormal strategic emphasis on those aspects of the image that are not adulterated, and so provide a distorted indication of the importance of the spatial frequencies that can still be processed and those that cannot. As a consequence, using normal, unadulterated word stimuli and finding other effective but subjectively less obvious ways to alter participants’ perception of the spatial frequency content of word stimuli would provide a useful development for investigating the role of spatial frequencies in word recognition.

It is well established that when observers receive prolonged exposure to a particular spatial frequency grating (a pattern with light and dark bars alternating for a given spatial frequency; see Figure 1), their visual sensitivity to the spatial frequency contained within the grating is suppressed (Blakemore & Campbell, 1969; see also Baccus & Meister, 2002, 2004; Gardner et al., 2005; Greenlee & Heitger, 1988; Solomon, Peirce, Dhruv, & Lennie, 2004). This effect, called spatial frequency adaptation, provides a new approach to studying the influence of spatial frequencies on word perception. In particular, using adaptation to suppress sensitivity to particular spatial frequencies offers the advantage of changes in visual ability that are indiscernible to participants and that would allow the relative importance of different spatial frequencies in word recognition to be investigated using normal (unadulterated) stimuli presented after adaptation has occurred.

Close inspection of the literature reveals no research that has applied the spatial frequency adaptation paradigm to the study of word recognition (although one study has used spatial frequency adaptation to investigate the identification of single letters [Chung, Levi, & Tjan, 2003] and others have investigated effects of reading text on perception of spatial frequencies [Lunn & Banks, 1986; Magnussen, Dyrnes, Greenlee, Nordby, & Watten, 1992; Mikaelian, 1988; Pelli, 1989]). Accordingly, the purpose of the present article is to present the spatial frequency adaptation paradigm as a method of investigating spatial-frequency-dependent processes in word recognition and to provide advice on how best to implement this procedure. We then describe an experiment in which the procedure was used to investigate the effects of spatial frequency adaptation on word recognition.

Adaptation Stimuli

Several types of spatial frequency gratings are contenders for adaptation stimuli, of which probably the best known are square wave, sinus wave or sinusoidal, and Gabor (see Figure 1). Square-wave gratings are composed of alternating bars of uniformly high and low luminance. Sinusoidal gratings are refinements of square-wave gratings and contain a gradual transition from low to high luminance in a sinus-like

Figure 1. Examples of spatial frequency gratings that may be used for adaptation stimuli: (a) square wave, (b) sinus wave or sinusoidal, and (c) Gabor.
way. This modification is of considerable theoretical significance because each visual image can be decomposed into a weighted sum of sinusoidal gratings of different spatial frequency and phase (Fourier analysis). Such decomposition implies that sinusoidal gratings reflect more precisely the spatial frequency channels underlying the processing of the visual system. Moreover, a square-wave grating can be decomposed into a weighted sum of sinusoidal gratings, which means that the former has the disadvantage of being less spatial frequency selective. Indeed, Blakemore and Campbell (1969) showed that adaptation to a square-wave grating resulted in two separate suppression effects, one for the fundamental spatial frequency of the grating and one for the third harmonic of the grating. Gabor gratings are a refinement of the sinusoidal grating because Gabor grating contain an additional multiplicative with a Gaussian distribution. The effect of this multiplication is that the contrast between high and low luminance gradually fades from the center of the grating toward the perimeter and so removes high-contrast edges at the perimeter that would otherwise produce problems with spurious spatial frequencies that resonate with the problems associated with square-wave gratings already discussed.

Consequently, Gabor gratings are the best adaptation stimuli for studying the effects of spatial frequency adaptation on perception of word targets. However, the effectiveness of these gratings as adaptation stimuli will be affected by their luminance contrast (the difference between the light and dark bars), and evidence indicates that high-contrast gratings produce the greatest adaptation (e.g., Foley & Boynton, 1993; Greenlee, Georgeson, Magnussen, & Harris, 1991). Once the contrast for the Gabor gratings used as adaptation stimuli has been determined, the effectiveness of all adaptation stimuli in the experiment should be measured against a nonadaptation control condition in which each Gabor is replaced by a homogeneous (blank) field of the same size and space-averaged luminance as the adaptation stimuli.

Avoiding Afterimages

Precautions must also be taken to suppress the occurrence of retinal afterimages produced by the adaptation stimulus. The concern here is that if participants fixate any steady pattern for a sufficiently long period of time, a persistent negative version of the pattern is likely to be experienced due to retinal fatigue (e.g., Jones & Tulunay-Keesey, 1975; Marriott, 1965; Smith, 1977). If such a retinal afterimage were produced, the actual effect of spatial frequency adaptation on perception of a subsequently presented target word may be obscured by essentially a form of simultaneous masking.

Several ways have been proposed to prevent afterimages occurring in the adaptation paradigm. One way is to instruct participants to move their eyes across the adaptation grating so that retinal receptors are not fatigued by constant stimulation (e.g., Blakemore & Campbell, 1969; Magnussen & Greenlee, 1985). However, Smith (1977) has argued that this method does not completely eliminate afterimages for adaptation stimuli of below 3–4 cpd. Moreover, other evidence suggests that instructions alone do not determine the pattern of eye movements actually implemented by participants (e.g., Jordan & Patching, 2006; Jordan, Patching, & Milner, 1998; Jordan, Patching, & Thomas, 2003a, 2003b). Consequently, a better approach is to alter the retinal location of the components of each grating by randomly varying the onscreen characteristics of the stimulus. This can be done by flickering the grating (by reversing the luminance of the bars; called counterphase modulation) or by having the bars of the grating drift laterally on the screen within the parameters of the grating’s location, or by changing the screen location of the entire grating (e.g., Jones & Tulunay-Keesey, 1975; Marriott, 1965; Smith, 1977). However, the success of each of these procedures in preventing afterimages relies on participants not realigning their fixation with each shift in the components of each grating so that a constant retinal image is maintained for longer than is required. From the findings of Smith, random shifts that occur every 200 msec or less produce adaptation that is not influenced by the formation of afterimages.

Adaptation Timing

The effectiveness of an adaptation stimulus at producing adaptation is also affected by other timing characteristics of the adaptation paradigm. In particular, both the buildup of and recovery from adaptation have been reported to follow power functions of time (Greenlee et al., 1991; Magnussen & Greenlee, 1985; Rose & Evans, 1983), although other nonlinear relationships have been observed (e.g., Foley & Boynton, 1993). A number of studies suggest that recovery from adaptation is broadly proportional to the duration of the adaptation period (e.g., Blakemore & Campbell, 1969; Blakemore, Muncey, & Ridley, 1973; Bodinger, 1978; Heggelund & Hohmann, 1976; Magnussen & Greenlee, 1985; Rose & Lowe, 1982). For example, Magnussen and Greenlee (1985) found that adaptation reached its maximum level after 30–60 min of adaptation, with subsequent recovery from adaptation taking about equally long. Foley and Boynton (1993) and Georgeson and Georgeson (1987), however, argued that (near-) maximum adaptation is reached after a fraction of a second (<200 msec) of adaptation, the difference between their findings and those of Magnussen and Greenlee (1985) apparently being due to lag in measurement after adaptation offset. The general indication, therefore, is that longer adaptation periods can extend the adaptation effect but will not substantially elevate the level of adaptation that occurs. However, if presentation of experimental stimuli is not carried out immediately after adaptation offset, some recovery from adaptation may occur, although the rate of recovery will be slower when longer exposures to adaptation have been used.

In view of these timing considerations, how should the adaptation paradigm be implemented for studying word recognition? First, the longevity of the adaptation effect should be maximized by adapting participants for a substantial period (at least several minutes) at the start of the experimental session. To avoid effects of forward masking between adaptation and experimental stimuli (e.g., Foley & Boynton, 1993), a brief blank interval (of at least 100 msec; e.g., Keysers & Perrett, 2002) should then be used between the offset of the adaptation stimulus and the onset of the
first experimental stimulus. From the evidence already described, this procedure is likely to provide adaptation for durations similar to the duration of the adaptation period, although the adaptation effect will deteriorate over time.

Clearly, careful counterbalancing of the order in which stimuli from different experimental conditions (e.g., words, nonwords) are presented after adaptation has taken place is required to ensure no systematic differences in the levels of adaptation that are present for each condition. However, higher levels of adaptation can be maintained throughout an experiment by “top-up” adaptation sessions between experimental trials that compensate for the adaptation loss that would otherwise occur. Note, however, that this procedure may not compensate exactly for any loss of adaptation effect, because this loss will be affected by the duration of the initial adaptation period, the duration of the top-up period, and the duration of any intervals between adaptation stimuli and targets. Therefore, if it is important that the same level of adaptation exists across an entire experiment, a preliminary experiment will be required to establish the appropriate temporal parameters for the adaptation stimuli and experimental displays that are ultimately used. Doing exactly this, Foley and Boynton (1993) found that when the initial adaptation period lasted for 2 min, and each adaptation top-up period was separated by an interval of 2 sec (during which time experimental targets were shown), adaptation top-up periods lasting 2 sec maintained the same level of adaptation throughout the experiment. The periods used (but not normally explicitly motivated) by other researchers for the initial adaptation period and for the duration of each top-up are usually also in the order of several minutes and several seconds, respectively (e.g., Heinrich & Bach, 2002; Suter, Armstrong, Suter, & Powers, 1991).

Finally in this section, when comparing effects of adaptation across a range of different spatial frequencies, a sensible precaution is to present each adaptation frequency in a separate session, and a sufficient recovery period should be allowed between sessions for the effects of adaptation to end. The precise time required for recovery will depend on the adaptation procedure used. However, from the findings of Magnussen and Greenlee (1985), an intersession lag equal to at least the total period of adaptation used in a session (i.e., the duration of the initial period of adaptation or, if top-up periods are also used, the total duration of all periods of adaptation) is a good estimate.

Preliminary Assessment of Adaptation Stimuli

The extent of adaptation produced by an adaptation stimulus can offer insight into the role of spatial frequency analysis in word recognition beyond the adaptation frequency actually used (e.g., Blakemore & Campbell, 1969; Heinrich & Bach, 2002; Mecacci & Spinelli, 1976; Snowden, 1994). For example, Blakemore and Campbell (1969) found that spatial frequency sensitivity may be suppressed not only for the frequency used for adaptation but also for spatial frequencies close to this frequency. In addition, it has been suggested that the spatial frequency sensitivity suppressed most by adaptation may be shifted away from the adaptation frequency to the nearest frequency channel of peak sensitivity (Suter et al., 1991), where it is assumed that there are only a limited number of such channels available in the visual system (e.g., Watson & Robson, 1981). It may also be possible that sensitivity to certain spatial frequencies is facilitated because of a reduction in inhibition produced by the adapted frequency (De Valois, 1977; Suter et al., 1991).

It is therefore important to assess, ideally in a preliminary assessment session, the effect of each adaptation stimulus (including the nonadaptation control) on spatial frequency sensitivity in order to determine more precisely the effect of adaptation on word recognition. A well-established method of assessing spatial frequency sensitivity is to use a two-alternative forced choice task in which a spatial frequency stimulus (e.g., a Gabor) is presented to either the left or right of the center of a screen, and participants are required to decide on which side the stimulus was presented. By using a range of spatial frequency stimuli and the QUEST algorithm (Watson & Pelli, 1983) to adjust the contrast of each frequency to threshold, sensitivity to different spatial frequencies can be determined. By conducting the sensitivity assessment after exposure to each adaptation stimulus (and the nonadaptation control) used in the experiment proper, the effect of each adaptation stimulus on spatial frequency sensitivity can be determined and used to interpret fully the pattern of adaptation effects on word recognition observed in the experiment.

In line with these procedures, and to demonstrate the effectiveness of the adaptation technique for studying word recognition, an experiment is reported that applied the adaptation technique to a word recognition task in which stimuli were presented briefly for identification.

METHOD

Participants

Twenty paid undergraduate students between the ages of 18 and 35 years participated in the experiment. All were native speakers of British English, reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and were screened using a Bailey–Lovie eye chart (Bailey & Lovie, 1976) for minimum binocular acuity of 10/10 (3/3) or better.

Adaptation Stimuli

Each adaptation stimulus was a high-contrast, grayscale, vertically oriented Gabor grating of either 1, 2, 4, or 8 cpd. Each Gabor subtended 18.5° in diameter. A homogeneous field of the same size and space-averaged luminance as the adaptation stimuli (including the same graded luminance profile from center to perimeter) acted as a nonadaptation control. A small but clearly visible dot was presented in the middle of each Gabor and the adaptation control. To prevent the formation of afterimages, each Gabor (and the nonadaptation control) was displayed for 200 msec in one screen location and then moved instantaneously horizontally to a different screen location. The location of each shift was randomly determined with excursions of between ±0.30° and ±3.60°. The center of each Gabor and the adaptation control always had the same vertical coordinate as the horizontal midline of each word and always remained horizontally within the central 3.60° of the screen.

Experimental Stimuli

Stimuli for the word recognition experiment consisted of 48 pairs of six-letter words. An additional 12 pairs of six-letter words were constructed to provide practice trials at the beginning of each session. The Reicher–Wheeler paradigm was used to suppress systematic effects of guesswork on performance (Reicher, 1969; Wheeler, 1970) and so words in each pair differed by just one letter in the same
position (e.g., sample, simple). Participants had to decide which word had been presented on each occasion by selecting the appropriate member of each matched pair. The location of the critical letter varied randomly across pairs, with the constraint that critical letters appeared in each letter position an equal number of times.

**Apparatus**

All stimuli were presented on a gamma-corrected Sony Trinitron GDM-F520 display monitor. A Cambridge Research Systems VSG 2/5 card controlled stimulus presentations and timing. Responses were collected via a Cambridge Research Systems CT3 button box. Luminance was measured using an optical photometer. The experiment was conducted in a sound-attenuated and darkened room, and displays were observed through a viewing hood fixed to the monitor, to ensure a constant viewing distance and to eliminate extraneous light.

**Visual Conditions**

The monitor was viewed from a distance of 57 cm and had a viewable area of 29º horizontally and 23º vertically. Background illumination of the monitor screen was 30 cd/m², and the space-averaged luminance of each Gabor and the nonadaptation control was 35 cd/m². Words were presented in a black 14-point Times New Roman font and subtended a horizontal visual angle of approximately 1.50º. Luminance of the experimental stimuli was 0.15 cd/m².

**Design**

Participants took part in five 75-min sessions, each one on a different day. Sessions of 75 min permitted uninterrupted assessment of the effects of each adaptation stimulus, and having just one session per day ensured an adequate recovery period from previous adaptation effects. A different adaptation condition (control, 1, 2, 4, or 8 cpd) was used in each session, counterbalanced across participants. Word stimuli were presented in pseudorandomly constructed cycles of 12 items, counterbalanced across critical-letter position. Each session was divided into two sections (practice, experimental), with no obvious transition from one section to the next.

**Procedure**

At the beginning of their first session, each participant was given written instructions informing him or her of the task and of the importance of responding as accurately as possible. At the start of each session, the adaptation field (control, 1, 2, 4, or 8 cpd) for that session was presented for 3 min before the presentation of the first target word. Subsequently, the adaptation field was presented for 5 sec before each target word. Following each adaptation field, a blank screen was displayed for 100 msec, followed by a word presented for 44 msec, followed by a blank screen for 100 msec. Two choices were then shown (the target and its matched alternative, e.g., sample, simple), randomly positioned one above the other at the center of the screen. Participants had to indicate which of these two alternatives had been shown by pressing one of two keys to select either the upper or lower alternative.

When questioned at the end of the experiment, all participants reported no change in their ability to process words after adaptation, and all expressed surprise when informed of the findings of the experiment.

**Preliminary Assessment of Adaptation Stimuli**

Before the experiment was conducted, the adaptation characteristics of the adaptation stimuli used in the experiment were assessed for 20 participants from the same population as the participants taking part in the experiment and using the same apparatus, adaptation stimuli, and visual conditions. The contrast sensitivity for each of 8 test spatial frequencies (0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 cpd) was assessed after exposure to each adaptation stimulus (1, 2, 4, and 8 cpd) and the nonadaptation control. Pretesting had established that exposure to the nonadaptation control produced no change in spatial frequency sensitivity.

The contrast sensitivity for the 8 test frequencies was determined using a spatial two-alternative, forced-choice task in which participants had to decide on which side of the monitor a Gabor stimulus was presented. At the start of each trial, an audible “bleep” was emitted from the button box to inform participants that a Gabor stimulus was about to be presented. Each Gabor was presented so that its center fell 10º to the left or right of the center of the screen on the horizontal midline. Each Gabor stimulus was presented 80 times, randomly interleaved, giving a total of 640 trials. On each trial, the contrast of each Gabor was determined using the QUEST algorithm (Pelli & Farell, 1994; Watson & Pelli, 1983) in the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). The threshold was set at 0.82 and the initial contrast of each Gabor was set at the average threshold contrast obtained from pilot studies. Contrast sensitivity was assessed in a separate session for each adaptation condition (each session on a different day), and the order of these sessions was counterbalanced across participants.

The adaptation procedure matched the adaptation procedure in the experiment. In particular, each session began with a 3-min adaptation period during which one of the 4 adaptation stimuli or the nonadaptation control was presented, followed by the first test Gabor. Subsequently, each test Gabor was preceded by a 5-sec exposure to the same adaptation stimulus. Contrast sensitivity scores were derived by taking the reciprocal of the contrast thresholds.

**RESULTS**

The data for the preliminary assessment of adaptation stimuli were calculated for each of the 8 test frequencies as difference scores between the contrast sensitivity obtained for the nonadaptation control condition and for each of the 4 adaptation stimuli (1, 2, 4, 8 cpd). The means of these differences, which all showed suppressed sensitivity when adaptation stimuli were used, are shown in Figure 2. These data were analyzed using a repeated measures ANOVA with two within-subjects factors of adaptation frequency (1, 2, 4, 8 cpd) and test frequency (0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 cpd). The analysis revealed main effects of adaptation frequency \[F(3,57) = 9.23, p < .001\] and test frequency \[F(7,133) = 4.48, p < .001\], and an interaction between these two factors \[F(21,399) = 3.76, p < .001\]. The key findings revealed by Tukey tests showed that, for each adaptation frequency, test frequencies that matched the adaptation frequency showed the most suppression (all ps < .01) and test frequencies adjacent to the adaptation frequency showed more suppression than all other test frequencies (all ps < .01). In addition, adaptation to 4 and 8 cpd produced higher peaks in suppression than adaptation to 1 and 2 cpd (all ps < .01) and no other differences between any of the 4 peaks were observed.

The word recognition data for each of the five adaptation conditions (control, 1, 2, 4, 8 cpd) are shown in Figure 3. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant effect of adaptation condition \[F(4,76) = 15.76, p < .001\]. Tukey tests confirmed the pattern of effects apparent in Figure 3; all adaptation frequencies produced a drop in performance relative to the control condition (all ps < .01), although 4 cpd produced the biggest drop, and this was significantly greater than for all other frequencies (all ps < .01). No other differences were significant.

**DISCUSSION**

These findings provide an important indication of the effects of spatial frequency adaptation on word recognition. From the results obtained, adaptation to all of the adapta-
tion frequencies used in the experiment (1, 2, 4, and 8 cpd) impaired word recognition, although the maximum impairment was produced by adapting to 4 cpd. However, the results of the adaptation assessment procedure indicate that the word recognition impairment observed for each adaptation frequency was not a simple product of the spatial frequency suppression produced by each adaptation frequency. In particular, similar levels of spatial frequency suppression were observed after adapting to 4 and 8 cpd, but adapting to 4 cpd produced the greater effect on word recognition. Moreover, the effects on word recognition involved the suppression of sensitivity not only to the adaptation frequencies used but also to frequencies adjacent to these center frequencies, indicating support for the view that identifying the role of spatial frequencies in word recognition requires information on how clusters of spatial frequencies, rather than only individual frequencies, contribute to this process (e.g., Pelli et al., 2003). Indeed, the effects observed indicate that word recognition involves a range of spatial frequencies, corresponding, by virtue of the number of letters per degree (4) and the width of words (1.5º) used in this particular experiment, to cues to individual letters, groups of letters, and even the overall horizontal extent of words.

The finding that a combination of frequencies contributes to word perception concurs with the findings of previous studies that have used band-pass-filtered images of words (e.g., Leat & Munger, 1994; Patching & Jordan, 2005), and adds support to the view that word perception operates over a range of spatial scales. However, differences with this previous work were observed. For example, the findings of Patching and Jordan (2005) suggest that word recognition is barely better than chance when images contain only

![Figure 2. Mean sensitivity decrease (log units) produced by each of the four adaptation stimuli (1, 2, 4, 8 cpd) for each test frequency in the preliminary assessment task. Each decrease is the difference in contrast sensitivity between using the nonadaptation control and each adaptation stimulus.](image)

![Figure 3. Mean word recognition performance (% correct) for each adaptation condition in the experiment.](image)
frequencies of around 1 cpd, whereas the findings obtained using adaptation suggest that these low spatial frequencies are important in word perception. Thus, whereas filtered images in which only low spatial frequencies are present may simply be too difficult to process, adaptation allows a more sensitive assessment of spatial frequency involvement in word perception. However, the greatest contrast between the findings reported here and previous findings is with studies in which word stimuli have been embedded in visual noise, which suggest that the role of spatial frequencies in word perception is confined to perception of individual letters (e.g., Majaj et al., 2003; Pelli et al., 2003). Conceivably, attempting to extract the identity of a word from a background of obvious visual noise inspires deliberate (and unusual) strategies of perception, and one such strategy may be letter-by-letter reading. Thus, when no visible noise is apparent (e.g., when adaptation is used), the overarching role of individual letter perception in word perception disappears. Further research will no doubt unravel these issues.

This study is presented as a first glimpse at the effects of adaptation on word recognition, and further work is now required to delineate these effects fully. However, the major purpose of the findings presented is to indicate the viability of the adaptation technique for studying the role of spatial-frequency-dependent processes in word recognition. Clear effects of adaptation on word recognition performance were observed, and further experimentation, using other adaptation frequencies and levels of adaptation to manipulate the suppression of different frequencies, will provide progressive clarification of the spatial frequencies underpinning word recognition using an experimental effect that is “invisible” to participants. Moreover, this study has applied the technique to just single-word perception, but more complex reading situations can be investigated in much the same way, including delineating the role of different spatial frequencies in processing whole sentences and pages of text. Indeed, altering the spatial frequency sensitivity of observers rather than altering the spatial frequency content of stimuli provides a highly adaptable method of studying perception of a variety of linguistic stimuli without the need for complex changes to the spatial frequency content of the actual target stimuli used.
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NOTES

1. On the one hand, the onset of the target should be presented sufficiently close to the offset of the adaptation stimulus so as to maximize the effect of adaptation. On the other hand, having the target too close to the adaptation offset may make it difficult to determine whether any effects obtained are due to adaptation or to forward masking. However, it should be noted that forward masking and adaptation may actually be similar phenomena (e.g., Foley & Boynton, 1993; Georgeson & Georgeson, 1987).

2. Evidence indicates that spatial frequency adaptation is orientation specific (for a recent study, see Boynton & Finney, 2003). Consequently, vertical gratings can be used to disrupt perception of the horizontal components of words (e.g., width) but gratings of other orientations (e.g., horizontal) can be used to investigate other aspects of stimulus processing (e.g., height).
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